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Details of Visit:

Author: Roadyboy
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 1 Jul 2016 11:30
Duration of Visit: 10 Minutes
Amount Paid: 40
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07438814173

The Premises:

Nice enough residential street, very much overlooked though. The room however was teeny, dirty
and didn't even have a bed!

The Lady:

Small petite figure, photos are genuine

The Story:

"You get what you pay for" they say. Although largely true I have met some great girls in the budget
market. Now that my regular haunt Whitehouse ladies has disappeared I've been looking for some
new adventures.This though was a terrible punt,so much so I have been inspired to write my first
review in the hope others don't follow. Melani.30 promises much on her AW profile page, describing
a relaxed, no rush gfe with kissing, cuddling and massage...I got the complete opposite.
I was shown up to the room, an incredibly small box room with a dirty knackered old sofa bed that
wasn't even folded down. Paperwork completed (£40 for 30 mins) she disappeared for some time.
On her return it was straight to my cock, grabbing it like a doomed chicken and telling me to get
hard quick. I tried a kiss, turned away, I tried a touch, "no touch". Before I was even semi she
whipped on a condom and then positioned herself for doggy style on the sofa bed. I tried to position
behind, my knees forced against the metal frame of the bed as the old foam no longer offered any
resistance. It was all I could do to get hard enough to enter, but her bum was nice enough and
penetration was somehow achieved! A few strokes and then I get told, "Cum baby". I said,
"already?"..."Yes baby cum!". I wanted out, this was not the GFE I had wanted. A quick burst of
thrusting and I was done. Off she went again for a few minutes. On her return I was pointed down
the stairs and asked to shut the door on my way out. Total time spent....10 mins.
Please avoid, I've seen a lot of girls over the last 10 years, this was by far the worst. 
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